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Introduction

At the Joint Research Centre’s (JRC) Karlsruhe site, 3 suites of hot cells for R&D
and ancillary facilities (for a total of 24 hot cells, licensed capacity 106 Ci = 3.7 1016
Bq) constitute the JRC hub for PIE on (i) safety of conventional and advanced fuel
and (ii) the back end of the fuel cycle.

The Radiochemistry Hot Cells

This talk describes the technologies and procedure implemented to
decontaminate and
dismantle a modular stainless-steel alphachamber used in one of the high activity Hot Cells. The design of these
modular α-steel cases (from the 1960’), enables relatively fast
exchange of nuclear experimental setups irrespective to the complexity
of all the supply connections (fluids & electric) and allows for significant
dose rate reduction for operators, and cost and time saving.

The high activity Hot Cells
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General specification
of the αβγ laboratory
Three Hot Cells lines:


"High activity" line (Big Cells), for non destructive analysis together with the common
radiometallurgy testing, is composed of a 10m long βγ reception concrete cell, a set of 6
concrete Cells with removable α steel case) and a storage cell . They are also mostly used for
PIE, severe accident scenarios, or sample preparation under Nitrogen atmosphere.



"Medium activity" line (Chemistry Cells), for various chemical analysis, and associated with
a complementary waste conditionning Cell for medium active waste (MAW).



"Medium activity" line of 5 cells lead shielded with (Lead cells) to complete the capacity of the
big cells in terms of radiometallurgy analysis on small samples.

Except from the NM transfer βγ cell dedicated to NDA, all the Hot Cells are α sealed and able to
receive relevant quantities of actinides.
In addition, two steel shielded glove-boxes are available for microprobe analysis (EPMA) sample
preparation.

The JRC Karlsruhe Hot Cells
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Modular alpha chamber

The "high activity" cells are equipped with an α steel case featured with an integrated system for
ventilation & filters, and a complete set of electric and data acquisition connections enabling fast
removal and exchange of the modules. The 4 mm steel structure is composed of a bell and table with
the sealed (Hg) access to material transfer and a quick connection solution for the sealed Nitrogen
supply. Lamps are installed on the inner concrete wall to provide light through the α windows.
•Underpressure : 200 mbar

Bell

•exchange rate 20 times/h
•Available inner size : 9,3 m³

N2 Quick connection

•Working table surface : 4 m²

Empty ‘Big cell’

Table
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Modular alpha chamber

Various α steel cases :
Big Cells : ~B=2200 x T=1800 x h=2350mm
Lead cells: B=1600 x T=1400 x H=1550 (1440 with table)

V = 9,3 m3
V = 3,5 m3
Lead Cell's steel case
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α steel case assembly

Modular alpha chamber
Handling grips

α sealed windows

α steel case bell and table
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The JRC Karlsruhe Hot Cells
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Decontamination and dismantling

The Decontamination area :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2x special Hot Cells (80 m³ available)
Heavy duty telemanipulator electronic (MA23) with a new Virtuose control unit
2x MSM's MT200
2 tons crane
Special crane for "caissons"
3-showers block for personal
Integrated mechanical workshop
Remotely operated waste disposal system
Waste shredding equipment
Breath air supply for 2 operators
Double door system for "special transfer α steel case"

Inner view: table with
electronic MSM

Control area for DEKO cells
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Cut view of DEKO cells

Transfer & handling

The JRC Karlsruhe Hot Cells
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Transfer & handling

Most decontamination and equipment removal are operated remotely with MSM's, before a transfer to the
decontamination HC's via an embedded tunnel. In deco-cell, qualified operators with ventilated suits proceed to
final decontamination with solvents or high pressure water (up to 1500 bars). Operations are performed under
strict monitoring by radioprotection staff.
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Decontamination and dismantling

Each intervention is documented with personal radio-safety checks and
regular dose rate screening of the cells. Heavy duty tools can be used e.g.
plasma laser cutting, electric saw, or other mechanical devices After this
step the chamber is moved to a fine decontamination cell (Deko cabin) for
final decontamination below the legal threshold according to German
Radioprotection regulations.
Fire protection
personal safety equipment

In the Deko Cabin

Mobile ventilation unit
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Waste management

Waste conditioning and disposal from hot cells and
decontamination operations

Medium active waste (MAW) produced in the hot cells must be sorted
according to burnable properties, material and nuclide content. Therefore
conditionning and sorting should be considered when it's possible, before
production of waste.

Bagging out waste from the Decontamination area

In order to optimize these operations, different routes for waste disposal are
possible within the facility offering different loading capacities, handling
techniques, or cost impact.
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Waste management
R200 Steel container are used with the TUB95A shielding.
External Size: Ø624 mm x 923 mm
Internal size: Ø560 mm x 861 mm
Weight empty : 55 kg
Net capacity 200 liters – 645 kg

Shielded casks TUB 95A

R200 container

CTPE 270 (from La Calhene) Polyethylene DPTE® container are used with
the TUB50 shielding.
External Size: Ø324 mm x 434 mm
Internal size: Ø250 mm x 400 mm
Weight empty : 3 kg
Net capacity 22,6 liters – 8 kg
Draht und Schrader (Babcock Noell) steel container are used with the
TUB100 shielding.
External Size: Ø210 mm x 700 mm

CTPE 270 La Calhene

These waste drums are loaded directly from the hot-cells and handle with
corresponding containers shielded with up to 100 mm of lead.

Shielded cask TUB 100

Draht u. Schrader 210
Shielded cask TUB 50
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Waste management

Waste produced are sorted according to material class and duly
identified before disposal in 200 litres drums or with a prior
sample analysis for the liquids. Limited chemical products are
allowed for decontamination purpose and disposal of PVC suits is
also becoming an issue. This makes the choice of either
dismantling or full decontaminating not easy for heavy Hot
Cell's equipment.
All drums and liquids are then transferred by road transport to
an intermediate external storage with full documentation waiting
for the authorized final disposal storage of the country.

Wasteflow within the laboratory

Rough figures from the chamber bell D&D operations:
. 200 working hours by decontamination operators
. 600 litres sewage liquid waste
. 5 x200 litres drums of final metal sheets
. 40kg of PVC suits
15
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Disposal in 200l drums

The team

The 'Alpha Gamma' group within the unit takes care of the handling, installation,
repairing and final dismantling & disposal of most of the technical Hot Cells .
The group is composed of technicians highly skilled in manufacturing of mechanical
parts and systems, remote handling and decontamination, has tasks ranging from
installation and all operations requiring dexterous manipulations

Most of the tasks require human intervention. Knowledge
and know-how transfer on this peculiar technical field is
essential, given also to the wide range of HC's and
facilities, from high-end scientific set-up to waste
conditioning. Our main challenge now is to manage the
accumulated know-how and expertise.
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Thank you for attention

